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January Newsletter – Chair Report 
Sadly, we acknowledge the death of our long term member 
Ralph Boshier who passed away 4 December.  At our 
Sunday Meeting we acknowledged Ralph and his family 
and a number of our members attended the service for 
him.  More detail inside on page 4. 
 
Our annual Christmas lunch at Valentines was a success. 
The venue is eminently suitable due to central location for 
our members, the variety of food to suit all tastes and the reasonable cost.  
Parking was a lot easier this year too.  Information and photographs inside. 
Our Sunday Christmas meeting achieved a very good attendance (possibly 
partly due to the fabulous food on offer) however we had some excellent 
presentations from our Tutors so thanks to all who put in a lot of behind the 
scenes work.  Oh, by the way, Bernice has offered to teach how to make Jib 
Jabs so let me know if you are interested. 
Shirley Hansen and her team did a wonderful job of planning and right on 
11am produced coffee, tea, hot savouries, sandwiches, yummy salmon bites 
and a calorie overload of Christmas cake, mince tarts and a wonderful array 
of sweet offerings.  The strawberries and cherries balanced out the nutrition I 
am sure!  Details and photographs inside.  Our thanks to the many members 
who were able to “bring a plate” – we are fortunate to have so many willing to 
help. It was timely to mention Dorothy and Trevor Waddel who have been 
loyal members since 1996 and travel down from Orewa to attend. 
 
We welcome new members Susan Storey and Josephine Edmunds. 
One of our first acts for 2020 is to ask members what they would like to see 
incorporated in our sessions.  The needs of our members have changed 
dramatically in recent years and our way to stay pertinent (and stay in business) is 
to offer the sessions you want. But we need your feedback.  A form will be 
circulated for completion with some suggestions.  Please take the time to 
respond.   
We wish you a safe and happy Festive Season and don’t forget – keep sending 
us your ideas and we look forward to meeting up with you again in the New Year. 

Lois Kay                            
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Next Sunday Meeting 12 January 10 am 
East Coast Bays Local Board Members Alexis Poppelbaum and Julia Parfitt will talk about - 

 Local Government – how we work and what we do. 
Followed by SeniorNetter Margaret Scrymgeour giving an amusing talk “Don’t judge a book by its cover” 
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Advanced Windows  :  Bill Howell 
This covers WinXP onwards to Win10 on the 
1st and 3rd Tuesday mornings each month and 
features a lively discussion group. 
You ask the questions and we all participate in 
trying to solve the problems. 
If all else fails “AG”! The answer will be revealed to 
those who attend the sessions 
Hoping All SeniorNet Members and their families 
enjoy a VERY Merry Christmas, and wishing you all 
A Happy and Prosperous New Year 
 
Ask Me How  :  Toby Malcolm  

Do you want to expand your understanding of 
technology?  Do you want to know the meaning of 
some tech jargon? Come along to this ask 
anything session and submit your questions – 
whether it be about Windows, Macs, the internet, 
smartphones, tablets (Apple or Android), or some 
other topic.  Each session will be different 
depending on the questions, so each month you 
can learn something new. 
  
Special topic in January will be:   
Managing your photos: How the cloud can help 
you organise, search, and share your photo 
collection.  This will initially be 30 minutes but 
longer if questions arise. 
  
Ask a Tutor :  Barbara Anderson, Glen Plaistowe 
MUST BOOK 

For this class, you will be booked with a tutor to 
help you solve your problem. One hour is sufficient 
for concentrated work.  Bring with you : 
Your device, plus power leads and mouse 
(remember to charge it beforehand). 
A list of the problems you are having.  The user 
name and passwords you need. If it is an Apple 
device you may need your passwords and your 
user name - also, if you are working on email you 
need that password. If it is Google you may need 
your Google Account or Microsoft Account for 
Microsoft. You may not need to use them but be a 
good scout and Be Prepared. 
You will need paper and pen to record the steps 
you take so that you can fix it should it happen 
again. 
If you have a PC or your laptop or device is too 
heavy for you to carry you will work on a Club 
computer. 
You need to book in with  the tutor prior to 
the class as only 3 or 4 tutors are available 
to help. 
  
 

Computer Housekeeping  :  Ian Handricks 
Ian will show you how to become more 
organized with your computer, how to deal 
with data, photos, documents and email 
that you create and receive, how to deal 
with junk mail and how to keep your computer safe 
(especially from grandchildren!) and how to 
organize your files and photos between different 
devices (phones, tablets, laptops and desktop 
computers). He will also show you how to become 
efficient with space available on your devices and 
how to delete unwanted or unused files with safety. 
 
Family Tree Maker :  Bernice Hyde 
The club has purchased the NEW version 2019, so 
we will be discussing this.  
We are a smaller group who address any queries on 
the newest FTM program, so there is no set topic.  
Come along and ask for help.  
 
Ist Friday Genealogy  :  Barbara Anderson 
Please remember there is no First Friday Genealogy on 
the 3rd of January as it is too close to the New Year 
Holidays. See you all on the First Friday in February. 
Jan Gow is sending me notes for her talk last month 
and I will send them on once I receive them. She will 
also send a copy of the PowerPoint for you to put on a 
USB. See you all in February. 
 
Genealogy Workshop  :  Lois Kay 
There are so many items we missed discussing in 
2019 so January 2020 will be a good catch 
up.  Barbara and I have been discussing a new 
approach to our research and we will detail our idea 
plus of course continue with interesting websites 
that help us delve into the past.  Contact me in 
advance if you have any specific areas you would 
like researched and perhaps we can come up with 
some solutions.  
 

Tutors’ Notes Page 1                                        



3                                                 Tutors’ Notes Page 2                
iPad and iPhone  :  Ian Handricks 
This forum is for anyone using Apple’s iPad and/or 
iPhone.  Ian will cover everything from first time iPad 
and iPhone users’ problems, issues and knowledge 
right through to experienced users. He will talk about 
exciting developments, new apps, tips and tricks.  You 
will learn how to manage and run your iPad/iPhone and 
at each session Ian will introduce new information on 
how the devices can be used effectively. A great 
opportunity to get answers to your questions. 
 
Music - Explore Ideas  :  Ian Handricks 
Computers, iPads and phones can provide 
many ways of enjoying, editing, storing, 
collecting and appreciating music. This session will 
explore the various methods of finding and listening 
to music by using your computer, the ways music 
can be created on your device, options for storing 
and editing your music collections. The session will 
also show how sheet music can be turned into 
playable music and there will be time to appreciate, 
discuss and exchange ideas on all genres of music.  
 
Photobooks  :  Bernice Hyde 

The main website we use is Kroma to create a 

photobook and now we can access  with an iPad.  and 

they have new seamless book options. So come 

along  and join our group for some tips and tricks. 

Photography  :  Rex Oddy  
Photography tutorials will include practical instruction 
on aspects of photography and the discussion of 
members’ photographic work.  Each month members 
are invited to bring along digital images or videos for 
review, that are either based on a set subject or are 
general interest images or both. 
A challenge has been set for the summer break and 
that is to take some pictures at Auckland’s Wynyard 
Quarter.  The Wynyard Quarter, for the purpose of the 
photographic challenge, runs from the historic Ferry 
Buildings to Westhaven.  A fairly wide definition that 
should provide plenty of scope for photography. We 
look forward to seeing the photos on the 11 February. 

  
Tips and Tricks  :  Ian Handricks 
A tutorial and discussion forum where you can ask 
questions and get answers and also learn tips and tricks 
for a wide range of computer/ipad/iphone/laptop 
situations. Ian will endeavour to provide solutions for 
your questions and will introduce you to a bevy of useful 
tips, shortcuts, hidden features, useful tools, actions and 
ways to achieve results on your computer and 
technology devices. Each session, Ian will provide you 
with a hot list of new ideas, tips and tricks to explore and 
use. 
 
Travel Tips  :  Glen Plaistowe 
For anyone interested in travelling or 
seeing and hearing about other people's 
different travels both within New Zealand 
and overseas. We will share advice, tips to make 
you a more savvy traveller and, through sharing one 
another's photos and stories, learn about different 
places, their cultures, history and customs. 

 

 
 

Tech Home Help 
 Independent pre-purchase technical advice 

 Installing and configuring your new PC, printer or device 

 Transferring data over to your new PC & clearing out your old one 

 Help getting photos/scans off your camera, scanner or phone 

 Email, email accounts and setting email up on your mobile device 

 PC ‘housekeeping’ to reduce program-clog and unwanted pop-up 
messages 

 Checking your security against Viruses Spyware is current & working correctly 

 Sorting files and photos, and organising an appropriate backup procedure to protect 
your data files 

 
I am a former PC Direct & Gateway service technician and trainer, covering the greater Auckland 
area, and supporting SeniorNet North Shore members since 2000. 

 
Standard rates $65/hr Discounted rate $60/hr to current SeniorNet North Shore members 

Rowan Cammell, Personal Computer Service,  Ph 027 266 8941 rapid.start@xtra.co.nz 

I made myself a snowman, 
as perfect as he could be. 
I thought I’d keep it as a pet 
and let it sleep with me. 
I made it some pyjamas and 
a pillow for its head. 
Then last night he ran away, 
but first he wet the bed. 



4                  Website                                              Ralph Boshier 

Webmaster Ian Handricks has placed on our website  a 
number of Holiday Activities suitable for entertaining the 
Grandchildren over the holidays if you are lucky enough 
to have your grandchildren visit you. Access these 
through : 

Website  -  www.seniornetns.com.  On the opening 
Home Page at the right hand side you will see a green 
bar printed with Holiday Activities.  Click on this to 

reveal dozens of activity/fun sites.  Enough to keep 
you busy for years. 

Ralph and his wife Rosemary, joined SeniorNet 
North Shore in June 1998.  Ralph was an expert in 
Television related matters and spoke at our Sunday 
Meetings on several occasions.  He was also able to 
answer a lot of technical questions about electronics 
having built his own TV back in the 70’s while 
working in Wellington in the industry. 
Ralph was a true gentleman and always ready to 
help - there were many occasions when he went to 
considerable effort to assist with queries.  I recall an 
incident in a technology shop when I was wandering 
around looking for assistance and “bumped into” 
Ralph and Rosemary.  Ralph dashed off and tracked 
down an assistant to help – not always an easy task. 
Several of our club members attended the service 
for Ralph.  We send our regrets and thoughts to 
Rosemary and Family.  I note the Wordsworth quote 
on Ralph’s remembrance card – I assure you Ralph, 
that in your case, your acts of kindness are 
remembered.    
Lois Kay                            

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 useful Apps provided by Ian Handricks 
“Simple Transfer” 
Wirelessly Transfer photos/videos between iOS 
devices and computer 
https://rambax.com/simpletransfer/ 
 
“Air Transfer+” 
File Transfer from/to PC thru WiFi 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/air-transfer-file-
transfer-from-to-pc-thru-wifi/id521594899 

* The easiest way to transfer files between PC and 
iPhone/iPad !  * Just Drag and Drop your contents and 
Play: Text, Bookmark, Image and Photo, Music, Movie, 
Documents and more through wireless connection !  Air 
Transfer+ moves what you're seeing or playing on Mac/
PC to your iPhone/iPad with just a single drag and drop!  
It moves whatever you want; text memo, website 
address, photo, music, movie, document and so on.  

Monthly Session Schedules 
To assist members who cannot access our Newsletter 
by email or via our Website, printed copies are 
available in our clubrooms at $2 per copy. 
However, to assist members who may call in “out of 
hours” we have decided to place a printed copy of the 
schedule only, in the pocket of our clubroom door 
which will be available free.  

https://rambax.com/simpletransfer/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/air-transfer-file-transfer-from-to-pc-thru-wifi/id521594899
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/air-transfer-file-transfer-from-to-pc-thru-wifi/id521594899


5 HOW TO BOOK A CLASS 
 

Read through the Tutors’ Pages and 
select something that appeals to you.  
Then look at the Schedule and see 

whether it is a Tutorial or Discussion 
Group. 

 
Follow the procedure for what you 

have selected from the next column 
 
 

FREE REFRESHMENTS 
at all Discussion Groups, Tutorials, 

and Monthly Sunday Meetings 

T  = TUTORIALS 
FIRST email or phone 

tutor 
BOOK at least a week 

ahead 
Pay at the door 

 
 

D  = DISCUSSION 
GROUPS 

All welcome 

         SENIORNET tel 486 2163 

TIMES AM = 10.00 to 12.00                                              
PM = 1.00 to 3.00  

 
NAME TAGS 

Please wear your name tag to all 
sessions to put a face with a name. 

 
MONTHLY MEETINGS 

HELD IN THE HALL 
10am 2nd Sunday of the month 
Come along and listen to some 

interesting speakers 
Gold coin donation appreciated 

EVERYONE WELCOME 

 



Report on our Christmassy Sunday Meeting December 8 6 

Bernice set us off on a Christmassy note with some fun Jib Jabs, a ProShow Gold presentation of the antics 
of those who attended Valentines and a showing of how she combines Photobook creation with Genealogy. 
 
This was followed by designs for cards, posters, book covers 
and suchlike created in Canva and taught by Cherry Parker.   
Cherry passed judgement on the efforts of our members and 
donated two of her own books and some goodies to the runner 
up Carol Wainhouse and the winner Shirley Hansen. 
 
Ian Handricks introduced items to keep both our grandchildren 
and ourselves busy and out of mischief over the holiday break – 
go to our website and on the home page right hand side near 
the bottom you will see a green panel “Holiday Activities” from 
there the grey panels are links for your computer and the 
turquoise panels are links for your iPad etc.  At 11am we 
stopped for a delicious morning tea.   
 
Shirley Hansen organised the food and niceties for morning tea and with help from several members set up 
the food and drink at the back of the hall.  Thanks also to the members who brought food for our Christmas 
celebration – the clean-up and dishes were left until after the meeting concluded so Shirley’s team did not 
miss the items. 
 
After morning tea Glen Plaistowe took us down memory lane with Do You Remember 1950? – followed by a 
presentation of photographs taken by members throughout the year and compiled into a showing by Rex 
Oddy.   
Our January Sunday Meeting will be held on the second Sunday of the month as usual – Sunday 12 January. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ready 

Steady 

 Go 

Gone. Wonderful. Shirley. Thank you. 

Shirley’s poster            Carol’s poster 



Another year, another enjoyable SeniorNet North Shore 
Christmas lunch. Thanks to Patricia Lough for organising the 
details, the little welcome gifts which included her now famous 
homemade shortbread hearts and the “free” raffle bags won by 
Colleen Scoble, Lisa Jones and Sally-Ann Rose-Innes. 
 
Several people (well, most, actually) broke their calorie 
vows – some more than others – but it was very enjoyable 
and a great opportunity to meet some of the members that 
you might otherwise not know.  We were pleased that a few 
new members joined us as well.  There were lots of 
photographs taken and you will see many of these in the 
collage that Bernice has made. Unfortunately, a few 
regulars had medical situations or were away but thanks to 
the helpers and the members that were able to attend. 
 

           Our Christmas Lunch at Valentines, Wednesday 4 December 7 

   More from our Christmassy Sunday Meeting 



Collage below is from Bernice.  Contact her if you wish to learn how to do this. 

Christmas Lunch at Valentines Wednesday 4 December 8 



Next Sunday Meeting 12 January 2020 10am 

We have three Speakers scheduled for this meeting. The first two will be Alexis 
Poppelbaum and Julia Parfitt, both East Coast Bays Local Board members.  

 I have asked them to enlighten us on how the different levels of Local 
Government work together, who does what, who gets to spend most of 
our money, how decisions are made.  Their talk is titled :  
Local Government – how we work and what we do 
Hibiscus and Bays Local Board members Julia Parfitt and Alexis 
Poppelbaum. Julia has been a councillor for the North Shore City 
Councillor and Chair of the Local Board. She will talk about the structure of Auckland 
Council and Alexis Poppelbaum, a newcomer to the Local Board, will talk about some topical 
issues for our area. 
 

After morning tea, our own Margaret Scrymgeour will entertain us with a talk she has been having 

great success with, entitled “Don’t judge a book by its cover”.  

Our members use their computers for a very diverse range of activities including the making of Power 

Points for presentations of all kinds.  ‘Don’t judge a book by its cover’ was an online investigation by 

Margaret Scrymgeour and Patricia Smith (also a Seniornet member) for a U3A presentation.   

In researching this old saying they were amazed at how much ‘stuff’ about book covers was available on 

line. They unearthed many facts which they found both surprising and entertaining so built their 

presentation around those. As book covers are now all about marketing you may be surprised at the 

cunning tricks used to get us to buy.  

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’ 
Editor speak : another contribution from Tutor Bill Howell.  Attend his twice monthly sessions for more good tips. 

Here's what will happen to your Windows 7 PC on January 15, 2020 
By Mary Jo Foley for All About Microsoft | December 10, 2019 -  
 
Microsoft has been warning Windows 7 users for the past year-plus 
that after January 14, 2020, they'll get no more security updates to the 
operating system for free. Even though users will be able to continue to run 
Windows 7 after that date, they'll be more susceptible to potential security 
problems. To hammer that point home, Microsoft is planning to deliver a 
new pop-up notification to Windows 7 users on January 15 next year.  
Microsoft already has been delivering warning notifications periodically to 
Windows 7 Home and many Pro users about the pending January 14 end-
of-support date. But on January 15, the company also is planning to push a full-screen notification to those 
still running the OS to make it clear that "Your Windows 7 PC is out of support." Note: "The notification will 
not appear on domain-joined machines or machines in kiosk mode," the KB article says. 

Like it has been doing this year, Microsoft will be delivering this new nag notification to Windows 7 users by 
making it part of a patch rollup. The coming notification will be embedded in monthly rollup KB4530734, 
which Microsoft is making available to Windows 7 SP1 users on December 10 as part of its Patch Tuesday 
set of updates. This patch will configure Windows 7 PCs that receive it so they will display the January 15 
notification starting on that date. 

The January 15 full-screen warning will tell users that their PCs are more vulnerable to viruses and malware 
due to no security updates, no software updates and no tech support. It will say that "Microsoft strongly 
recommends using Windows 10 on a new PC for the latest security features and protection against malicious 
software." 

Those who see the full-screen warning will have three options: Remind me later; Learn more; or Don't remind 
me again. If users don't click on the "Don't remind me again" button and just dismiss the screen, they will 
continue to get nag warnings. 
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Editor speak.  These 19 tips are continued from December newsletter. 

10. Install latest update 
Installing the latest system and driver updates is another great way to increase the performance of Windows 
10 — even though, sometimes, they're the reason why your device is not working correctly. 
Updates on Windows 10 happens automatically, but depending on the update, they don't install as soon as 
they're available. If you're dealing with performance problems, your device may be missing some updates. 
After you complete the steps, the new update should help to improve system performance. 
Upgrading Windows 10 to the latest version. 
If you're running an older release, upgrading to the most recent version of Windows 10 can sometimes 
improve performance. 
Once you complete the steps, your device will restart automatically to finish applying the new version, which 
should help to improve system performance. 
Updating device drivers. 
A lot of times, manufacturers will make available stable or pre-release versions of a device driver to improve 
performance through their support website before it's published through Windows Update. 
If your device is running slow as a result of a compatibility issue or poorly designed driver, you may be able 
to resolve this problem by updating the device driver manually. 
Before proceeding, make sure to download the latest available driver package from your device 
manufacturer website, uncompress the files using the self-extracting or .zip extension file, and then use these 
steps: 
After you complete the steps, the new version of the driver will install to address compatibility or any other 
issues impacting system performance. 
Updating apps. 
Outdated apps can also cause your device to run slower, and usually, this is due to bugs or compatibility 
problems with a new version of Windows 10. 
While apps you install from the Microsoft Store will update automatically, many traditional desktop apps need 
to be updated manually. 
If you have an app causing performance problems, it's a good idea to visit your software support website and 
follow their instructions to download and install the newest update to improve your system performance. 

11. Change power plan 
Windows 10 ships with three power plans, including Balanced, Power saver, and High performance to 
optimize the power usage on your device. If you're looking to boost performance, you should be using the 
"High performance" option, which allows your computer to use more power to run faster. 
If the power plan you want to use isn't available, you can create a custom power plan to improve 
performance using the "High performance" settings. 
On laptops, you can also change the "Power mode" to improve performance by tapping or clicking the 
battery icon in the notification area and setting the slider to the Best performance option. 
 

Advanced Computers :  19 Best Tips to Increase Performance on Windows 10 10 



12. Disable system visual effects 

Windows 10 includes many visual effects from animations to shadows to more sophisticated visuals, such as 
blur and transparency, reveal highlight, and others as part of Fluent Design. 
Although these eye-candy effects improve the interaction with the elements on the screen, they also require 
additional system resources, which on modern hardware isn't a concern, but they can slow down a machine 
with older hardware. 
If you want to improve the system performance as much as possible, you can disable these effects to save 
some resources and make Windows 10 seem faster. 

13. Disable search indexing 

While search is an important element of Windows 10, the indexing part can temporarily eat up a lot of system 
resources, which can impact performance on low-end devices. 
Once you complete the steps, Windows Search will continue to run on your device, but Windows 10 will no 
longer index the location you specified, which should help to improve the overall performance. 
 

14. Increase page file size 

You can also increase the size of the paging file to boost system performance. 
The "page file" is a hidden file on the hard drive that Windows 10 uses as memory, and acts as an overflow 
of the system memory that holds the data needed for apps currently running on your computer. 
After you complete the steps, the device will restart, and you should then notice a boost in performance when 
running apps (even more if you're increasing the paging file size in a Solid-State Drive). 
In the event that the new settings are causing issues, you can always revert the changes using the same 
instructions, but on step No. 10, make sure to select the System managed size option, and check the 
Automatically manage paging files size for all drives option. 

15. Restore previous working state 

Sometimes recently installed updates, drivers, or apps may be the reason why your computer is running 
slow. If this is your case, you can quickly undo changes to improve performance by going back to a previous 
good working state using a System Restore point. 
Once you complete the steps, your computer will go back in time to a previous state where it was running at 
its optimal performance. 
It should be noted that using a restore point won't delete your files, but it'll remove system changes, updates, 
drivers, and applications that were installed after the restore point was created. 

Advanced Computers :  19 Best Tips to Increase Performance on Windows 10 11 



Editor speak : Tutor Bill Howell has forwarded these two pieces regarding current scams.   
Thank you, Bill. 

1) 
The NZTA has issued a scam alert to vehicle owners over a 
phishing email complete with a link to a fake transaction 
website.  
Is your vehicle rego due? 
Make sure you are not paying a fake website as authorities 
warn people of the latest phishing email scam targeting vehicle 
owners. 
The NZ Transport Agency has issued an alert to all vehicle owners to keep an eye out for a scam 
email supposedly from NZTA giving a reminder for a vehicle licence renewal (rego). 
HAVE YOU BEEN AFFECTED? EMAIL US 

"While the email appears to be a standard vehicle licencing [rego] renewal reminder - with the NZ 
Transport Agency logo and links to the online transaction website - it is part of a sophisticated 
phishing exercise,'' the alert says. 
People may also be caught off guard due to the email carrying the address "nzta.co.nz" suffix. 

However, the official NZTA email is "nzta.govt.nz." 

It is not yet known whether anyone has been affected by the scam. 
But people who had accidentally clicked into the fake transaction website or entered their bank or 
credit card details are being told to call their bank immediately and possibly cancel their cards. 
SCAM ALERT: VEHICLE LICENCE (REGO) RENEWAL EMAILS. Be sure to check renewal email 
details carefully, emails from us will always include your specific vehicle details. If you think you’ve 
received a scam email, or you’re unsure about anything, please call us on 0800 108 809.  
 

2) 
Credit Card Fraud is everywhere. Please watch this video for more details. 

Brilliant explanation of card cloning 
Right click on this link and click “open Hyperlink” 
https://www.youtube.com/embed/DJsPo_Yzl7M?wmode=transparent 

Scam Alert 12 
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 How to disable unwanted background apps in Windows 10 

You can stop apps from running in the background to save battery, data usage, system memory, and CPU 
time in this guide, we’ll show you how on Windows 10. 
On Windows 10, many apps you download from the 
Microsoft Store will continue to run in the background to 
take advantage of additional features, such as the ability 
to download data, update Live Tiles, and show 
notifications. 
Although these features can be useful sometime, apps 
running in the background - even when you didn’t start 
them can drain battery, waste bandwidth and system 
resources. Luckily, if keeping apps updated isn’t 
 something important for you, Windows 10 ships with 
settings to control which apps can operate in the 
background. In this guide, I will show the steps to prevent 
apps from running in the background. 
 
 
To disable apps from running in the background: 
 
1. Open Settings. 
2. Click on Privacy. 
3. Click on Background apps. 
4. Under the “Choose which apps can run in the 
Background” section, turn off the toggle switch for 
the apps you want disable running in the backup 
ground. 
 
Alternatively, under the Background section, 
you can turn off the Let apps in the background 
toggle switch to prevent any app from running in 
the background toggle switch. 
 
Once youve completed the steps, you can still use 
the apps normally, but when you close them, all 
the processes will be terminated until you launch the app again. 
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Heigh Ho!  Christmassy SeniorNetters.  Below is a Christmas Challenge from Tutor Ian for you to test 
on your Grandchildren or whoever.   You have to work out the short, well known, phrase that each 
box is saying.  Some are easy, some not so easy.  Answers will be in the next episode of this thrilling 
Newsletter series.  Meanwhile, back to the mincepies. 
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